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1 Introduction
This document provides the Qatari Government agencies with a core Reference model for
business and the accompanying taxonomy, as part of the overall Qatari Government Enterprise
Architecture (GEA) set of reference models. It defines a Business architecture framework and
associated standards providing guidance on how new business services should be modelled,
defined, developed, monitored and continuously improved throughout service lifecycle.
Business service in this document refers to


Any external facing government provided digital services – e.g. Government to Citizen (G2C);
Government to Business (G2B)



Any internal business processes within governmental agencies – e.g.: Government to Employees
(G2E)



Any service provided at Whole of Government (WoG) level to other government agencies – e.g.:
shared services provided to other government agencies – Government to Government (G2G)

At the Whole of Government (WoG) level, the BRM prescribes the taxonomies to classify the
strategic goals and measurement areas, business services, service consumers, and service
delivery channels. It also provides a catalogue of shared services provided by MoTC.
At the Agency level, the BRM describes the goals, measurement KPIs, customer profiles,
channels used by customers to interact with the agencies as well as the services provided by
the agencies for the citizens and businesses aligned with strategic goals and tracked using the
defined KPIs. Dependencies between services can also be established and managed within the
Business Reference model e.g.: Business service ‘Starting a new business’ uses services
‘Commercial Registration’ and ‘Commercial Permit’.
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2 Document Structure
Business Reference Model document is structured as described below.


Goals and Benefits – describes goals set forth for BRM and benefits that can be realized by leveraging
BRM by both WoG and Agencies



Business Architecture – describes the business architecture framework agencies should adopt in
designing, implementing and continuously improving next generation digital services



Standards – lists the business service development standards agencies should follow while developing
new e-Services



Performance management taxonomy - describes the common language used to classify strategic goals
and performance measures



Service Consumers taxonomy – describes the common categorization used to group various types of
consumers leveraging Government services



Delivery Channels taxonomy – describes the common categorization used to group types of delivery
channels for Government services delivery



Business Services Taxonomy – describes the common language used to classify Government business
services



How to Use the Reference model? – describes how WoG and Agencies can use BRM to realize key benefits



Appendix 1: WoG Shared services – captures the mapping of WoG shared services against the defined
BRM taxonomy



Appendix 2: How can agencies create KPI catalogue and Goal – KPI – Business service matrix? – provides
guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build KPI catalogues aligned to the
performance management taxonomy and also the Goal -> KPI -> Business service matrix using the Archi
tooling



Appendix 3: How can agencies create Business services catalogue and matrix? – provides guidelines to
individual government agencies on how they can build services catalogues aligned to the BRM taxonomy
and the Service Consumer -> Delivery Channel -> Business Service matrix using the Archi tooling



Appendix 4: Digital Services Standards – list the service design and development standards for next
generation services development

Business Reference Model
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3 Goals and Benefits
3.1 Goals
The goal of the Business Reference Model (BRM) is to:


Provide architectural and standards guidance on designing and developing next generation government
services



Standardize the language / terminology related to classifying goals, KPIs and business services across the
Government to create a functional view of Government business, instead of separate agency-by-agency
view



Capture the relationship between investment and agency strategic goals - Investment owners must
identify how the investment contributes to the agency strategic goals and links to performance objectives
in the published agency strategic plan



Provide investment-specific performance measures that captures the intended performance benefits investment owners must ensure that the measures are aligned with the defined measurement categories



Facilitate agencies to report on investment results using these measures and monitor them



Increase the ability to identify sharable and common capabilities to improve the efficiency, utility and the
cost effectiveness of ICT in the Qatari government

3.2 Benefits
BRM will support and improve government agencies’ strategic planning and business decision
making. It provides the following benefits.

WoG

BRM Benefits




Agencies

Mechanism to track alignment of investments
and initiatives against WoG strategic goals and
KPIs
Measure performance of shared services
against defined KPIs




Describe relationships between investment /
initiatives against agency strategic goals
Measure performance of business services
against defined KPIs



Identification of opportunities for sharing and reuse of services



Identification of new service requirements
based on measured performance



Facilitate identification and creation of end-toend journey services by combining individual
business services provided by multiple
agencies



Identification and reuse WoG shared services
and promotes collaboration with other agencies

Business Reference Model
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4 Business Architecture
Business architecture framework defines how agencies should design and develop next
generation digital services, in order to implement and support the business strategy of the
agency and the Nation. As such, the architecture provides a bridge between the business
strategies and definition of the main resources - digital services, processes, information, and
capabilities- required to implement it. It also provides guidance on methods and techniques that
can be used at various stages of a digital service lifecycle.
The diagram below shows the strategy driven, performance oriented Business Architecture
framework for Qatar Government.

Figure 1 - Business Architecture Framework

This section captures high level overview of various phases of Business Architecture Framework
and discusses various resources, methods and techniques agencies should apply to design their
business services architecture.
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4.1 Strategy
This phase establishes an understanding of the key business strategies at both the Qatar
Government level and individual agency level. It is often important to establish this common view
of the strategic intent in order to identify the value proposition of a particular new digital service
or initiative. Agencies should document their strategy in the form of Goals and Key performance
Indicators (KPIs) that can be used to measure their progress towards the goals. This provides
a starting place for new digital services identification. Ultimately the investment decision on a
particular initiative is likely to be driven by its impact on this strategic intent. There are three
levels where strategic direction is set.
1.

Qatar National Vision 2030 - Launched to serve as a clear roadmap for Qatar’s future by Ministry of
Development Planning and Statistics (MDPS). It aims to propel Qatar forward by balancing the
accomplishments that achieve economic growth with the human and natural resources.

2.

Qatar Government strategies – Established at the WoG level, this also includes the Qatar Digital
Government 2020 Strategy. Goals and KPIs are established and managed at WoG level by MDPS aligned
with the National Development Strategy and MoTC aligned with QDG 2020 Strategy.

3.

Sector / Agency strategies – Established at sector or agency level, this captures the sector / agency specific
goals and KPIs.

External influences:
Apart from the strategic direction influencing next generation of digital services in Qatar
Government, the following external influences should be taken into account.
1.

Customer wants and needs – This plays a crucial role in determining what digital services should be
considered for development. This is essential to ensure that the new service will be acceptable from the
point of view of the ultimate customer. This information can be gathered from customer feedback or
surveys. The following questions can be asked
a.

Who are the current and potential customers?

b.

What value and experience are they expecting from their interactions with the agency?

c.

What key performance indicators can be used to evaluate performance their service
interactions?

d.

How satisfied are the customers are with the performance of existing services?

e.

What aspects of our relationship with customer are unhealthy and what additional capabilities
are required for a healthy relationship?

2.

f.

The relative importance of each of the customer requirements.

g.

How similar services are delivered in other benchmark countries?

Emerging trends – Emerging trends directly influences customer expectations around digital services
delivery e.g.: omni-channel, always-on experiences. Agencies should

Business Reference Model
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a.

Identify leading global technology and industry trends that could potentially have a disruptive
effect on government services delivery. E.g.: blockchain, IoT, Big data

b.

Understand new technologies and emerging trends and analyze the applicability and potential
benefits realization due to these technologies in agency’s business.

4.2 Service Design
Once agencies identify the new digital services they will be developing, next step is efficient
design of the digital service. Three essential aspects of the business architecture that need to
be defined during service design are value oriented business processes, capabilities and
business information. This section talks about the method and techniques to be followed during
service design phase in defining these aspects and aligning them.

4.2.1 Design Thinking
Design thinking is a useful methodology for designing user experiences during service
interactions with agencies. It is an iterative process in which we seek to understand the user,
challenge assumptions we might have, and redefine problems in an attempt to identify
alternative strategies and solutions that might not be instantly apparent with our initial level of
understanding.
Design thinking is extremely useful in tackling ill-defined or unknown problems—it reframes the
problem in human-centric ways, allows the creation of many ideas in brainstorming sessions,
and lets us adopt a hands-on approach in prototyping and testing. Design thinking also involves
on-going experimentation: sketching, prototyping, testing, and trying out concepts and ideas. It
involves five phases: Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test. The phases allow us to
gain a deep understanding of users, critically examine the assumptions about the problem and
define a concrete problem statement, generate ideas for tackling the problem, and then create
prototypes for the ideas in order to test their effectiveness.
Design thinking is not about graphic design but rather about solving problems through the use
of design. It is a critical skill for all professionals, not only designers. Understanding how to
approach problems and apply design thinking enables everyone to maximize our contributions
in the work environment and create incredible, memorable products for users.
For further information about this methodology, agencies are recommended to follow this link:
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/design-thinking
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Some of the key design principlesi that should be followed by Government agencies as part of
design thinking exercise are:
1.

Start with user needs - Service design starts with identifying user needs. If you don’t know what the user
needs are, you won’t build the right thing. Do research, analyse data, talk to users. Don’t make
assumptions. Have empathy for users, and remember that what they ask for isn’t always what they need.

2.

Do less - Government agencies should only do what only government agencies can do. If we’ve found a
way of doing something that works, we should make it reusable and shareable instead of reinventing the
wheel every time. This means building platforms and registers others can build upon, providing resources
(like APIs) that others can use, and linking to the work of others. We should concentrate on the irreducible
core.

3.

Design with data - In most cases, we can learn from real world behaviour by looking at how existing
services are used. Let data drive decision-making, not hunches or guesswork. Keep doing that after taking
your service live, prototyping and testing with users then iterating in response. Analytics should be builtin, always on and easy to read. They’re an essential tool.

4.

Do the hard work to make it simple - Making something look simple is easy. Making something simple to
use is much harder — especially when the underlying systems are complex — but that’s what we should
be doing. Don’t take “It’s always been that way” for an answer. It’s usually more and harder work to make
things simple, but it’s the right thing to do.

5.

This is for everyone - Accessible design is good design. Everything we build should be as inclusive, legible
and readable as possible. If we have to sacrifice elegance — so be it. We’re building for needs, not
audiences. We’re designing for the whole country, not just the ones who are used to using the web. The
people who most need our services are often the people who find them hardest to use. Let’s think about
those people from the start.

6.

Understand context - We’re not designing for a screen, we’re designing for people. We need to think hard
about the context in which they’re using our services. Are they in a library? Are they on a phone? Are they
only really familiar with Facebook? Have they never used the web before?

7.

Build digital services, not websites - A service is something that helps people to do something. Our job is
to uncover user needs, and build the service that meets those needs. Of course much of that will be pages
on the web, but we’re not here to build websites. The digital world has to connect to the real world, so
we have to think about all aspects of a service, and make sure they add up to something that meets user
needs.

8.

Be consistent, not uniform - We should use the same language and the same design patterns wherever
possible. This helps people get familiar with our services, but when this isn’t possible we should make sure
our approach is consistent.

i

UK Digital Transformation Agency Design Thinking service design principles
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4.2.2 Digital Transformation – Process modeling & Simulation
Digital transformation is not about automation and digitization of existing business processes, it
is rather creation of innovative, digital processes and new business and operational models.
Innovative digital processes could provide capabilities such as end-to-end journey experiences,
contextualized interactions, personalized services, seamless experience across channels
(omni-channel), transparency, and constant availability. Various emerging technology trends
like Mobile, Cloud, Analytics and Big Data, Internet of Things, blockchain, artificial intelligence
can be applied at various touchpoints in a business process to truly deliver transformational
value.
As part of the digital transformation exercise, process modelling and simulation techniques
should be leveraged by government agencies.
Process modelling:
Development of the to-be process model based on the as-is process model must follow best
practices in business process modeling and business transformation and engineering.

As a

generic guiding principle, the to-be process model should be created based on the problems
encountered / pain points and the enhancements required to be applied to the as-is process
model. In addition, industry models that contain standard processes and best practices can be
leveraged as a guidance. The next input into creating the to-be process model is to focus on
areas specified by the agency’s strategic goals. The strategic goals further constrains project
scope by pinpointing areas that are focal points of interest for the government agency and the
need to undergo transformation or enhancement or alleviate pain points within the previously
defined scope of the project.

Finally, emerging technology trends need to be taken into

consideration. Each technology trend should be analysed in the context of the business process
to identify potential applicability and the transformational impact it could bring to the overall
business process.
Process simulation:
Simulation plays an important role in the continuous improvement approach to business process
management (BPM). By running business process simulations, agencies can predict how
business processes perform under specific conditions. Simulations can also be used to test
process design, measure performance, identify bottlenecks and test changes. Ultimately,
process simulation can identify the most effective process flow and help prevent problems from
cropping up during process execution. Simulation models can be very simple or highly complex.
Best practices in business process modelling and simulation are listed below.
Business Reference Model
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1.

To-be business processes should at least be defined and documented till Level 3 (i.e. activity level
descriptions.

2.

A business process should be modeled to create measurable value for customers and other stakeholders
by delivering outcomes that satisfy their particular needs and expectations.

3.

A business process should be guided, formally or informally, by the agencies’ vision, strategic goals, and
measurable performance objectives.

4.

Business process model should be designed as organizationally agnostic – i.e. any drastic reorganization
within the agency should not impact the process structure.

5.

Business process model should be designed as technologically agnostic.

6.

Creating business measures and KPIs as part of the Process Models is important to monitor business
processes as well as for process simulation. KPIs will be used to track the progress towards meeting
strategic goals of agencies.

7.

Business process model should follow consistent naming conventions and a simple categorization based
on process purpose. Consider using a Business vocabulary for key business roles, channels and business
concepts.

8.

Apart from the modeling of the process using BPMN standard based tools, the process should be
documented using well defined standard formats.

4.2.3 Capability modelling
Capability in a business architecture means what is required to enable or contribute to the
creation of value, directly or indirectly, to meet the expectations of stakeholders. The capabilities
are used by business processes to enable the work to be done in an automated or manual way.
There is a many to many relationship between capabilities and processes and discovering the
connection is a key to ongoing adaptability / easy of change.
The starting point for identifying capabilities is best done by taking a unique business objects
orientation. Business information (or business concepts) provide a foundation (Discussed in
section 4.2.4). They are not capabilities themselves but allow us to ask what capabilities we
need to make each one effective. Once we identify the list of business concepts in an agency
scope, the key question is what concepts have to be managed by the agency. That becomes
the inputs for capability model. For e.g.: If Customer is identified as a business concept in an
agency, Customer Relationship Management will be identified as a high level capability.
Once we have to-be process models created (as described in previous section), agencies will
be in a position to determine all of the impacts of the changes it brings. This includes impacts
on the process operationally due to capability adjustments and also capability changes required
due to process improvement or innovations.

Business Reference Model
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Agencies should perform a capability gap analysis against the to-be process models by using
the following approaches


Compare the existing capabilities with those identified to support the to-be processes and perform the
following activities.



o

Select those which are required for the to-be process.

o

Identify those which require enhancements

o

Capture requirements for new capabilities

Also, compare existing capabilities with industry best practices and practices from benchmark countries
to see if any enhancements are required

4.2.4 Business Information requirements
Once the processes and capabilities are aligned, the next step is to identify and define all the
major business information concepts that are required in order to support the identified business
processes. These concepts can be discovered by identifying specific types of relationships with
external stakeholders and other particular objects of interest (assets and other business
concepts) that have to be managed by the agency.

Business Information entities could be

internal to the agency or external and managed by other agencies.
Agencies should leverage WoG Information Reference model (IRM) to identify the information
entities required for the business purpose and plan for acquiring them as per the Information
exchange Reference architecture defined in IRM.

4.3 Service Transformation
This section provides guidance around how to translate the theory of strategies and
architectures, into practical solutions, which implement and support the business strategy and
desired capabilities.

4.3.1 Transformation roadmap
Transformation initiatives task is focused on identifying the key elements of the business
environment, which must change in order to implement the desired business strategy,
capabilities and the newly defined architectures, which will underpin them.
Each initiative should be defined in terms of its context in the overall strategy and architecture,
its specific scope and objectives, the benefits it will potentially deliver and its importance to the
agency business. Each new initiative should be mapped to existing ones to understand any
overlap or potential savings. Additional information including estimating costs, effort, time-scale
and risks should be added during transformation planning and will help prioritize initiatives and
facilitate roadmap creation.
Business Reference Model
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4.3.2 Implementation projects
Prioritized projects as per the transition roadmap should be governed and implemented as per
the governance model described in Qatar GEA Governance document. The Technical review
board in agencies will govern the compliance of every implementation project to GEA Reference
Architectures and Standards.

4.4 Service Operations
This section discusses guidance on methods and techniques agencies can employ to enable
continuous improvement in implemented digital services.

4.4.1 Customer Feedback
Collecting actionable feedback from customers is a key aspect for implementing continuous
improvement in government services delivery.
To get the maximum benefit from customer feedback, the following approach is recommended.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Identify the metrics you want to measure—and make them specific
Identify the methods for collecting said feedback. Some suggested methods are
a. online surveys as part of the digital experience
b. agency’s e-participation channels
c. advanced analytics methods such as social sentiment analysis or other cognitive analysis
techniques
Perform an objective analysis at the responses
Tweak the feedback process as needed if it’s not getting the required information

4.4.2 Business Process monitoring
Once digital services are implemented and managed through service operations, agencies need
a way to track that the delivered services are meeting the stated objectives. They need visibility
into information and events in time for corrective actions that remediate issues and drive
business goals.
Performance visibility via business process monitoring provides continuous process / service
management. From a value perspective, business process monitoring enables operational
intelligence into critical processes and workflows that enable government services. Operational
intelligence is the key to aligning strategic goals with the actual performance of business
operations.

Business process monitoring enables operational intelligence, requiring the

instrumentation of processes supporting digital services.
Agencies should plan for active business process monitoring by following this approach.
1.
2.

Ensure alignment of strategic goals and measures (KPIs) are mapped to business processes during design
time.
Instrument the business process to capture the metrics needed to derive the KPIs. Agencies need to plan
for an integrated process modeling and monitoring tooling capability to facilitate process instrumentation.

Business Reference Model
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3.
4.

Monitor the process performance against expected measures on a continuous basis through dashboards
tailored for various types of user roles.
Identify deviations and plan for corrective actions in the form of process, capability improvements.

4.4.3 Continuous improvement
Digital transformation is all about innovation and delivering value in an incremental, agile
manner. As the service portfolio of an agency grows, they need to continuously analyse and
refine their processes to ensure they are doing business as effectively and efficiently as possible.
Feedback gained from customers and process monitoring techniques will provide improvement
opportunities to agencies processes and services.
From implementation perspective, agencies should exploit the benefits of microservices based
development approach as well as automated devOps capabilities to facilitate continuous
innovation and delivery of services. Microservices and devOps capabilities are discussed in
detail under Application Reference model document.

Business Reference Model
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5 Standards
In order for GEA to achieve its overall aims, it is imperative that all government agencies involved
in the development of digital services comply with the associated standards.
The usage (compliance) information for a standard is essential to provide guidance and context
about the standard for users of the standards.

5.1

Compliance with the standards

5.1.1 Usage areas of the standards
Compliance levels for standards are defined for services depending on their usage area. Three
usage areas have been defined for the Government of Qatar. These are as follows:
 external to Government
- digital services that are consumed externally to Government
 across Government
- digital services that are consumed internally across Government
 internal to agencies
- digital services that are only consumed within a certain agency
These three usage areas provide coverage across all digital services within the Qatar
Government. Most standards will not have a single compliance level across all usage areas;
rather they will have varying compliance requirements for digital services provided within each
different usage area. Hence the usage areas enable Qatar Government to provide pragmatic
guidance on the adoption and compliance with the standards across the government.

5.1.2 Level of compliance
Compliance levels for standards across each of the three usage areas listed
above are defined as one of:


mandatory
- the standard must always be followed
- non-compliance will have a severely negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is not acceptable



recommended
- the standard should be followed
- non-compliance will have a negative impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance should be reviewed / justified

Business Reference Model
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optional
- the standard is generally preferred
- non-compliance will have a low or negligible impact on GEA benefits
- non-compliance is acceptable

5.2 IT industry lifecycle status for standards
To help guide users of the GEA, each standard has also defined an indication of its lifecycle
status within the IT industry.
In situations where there are acceptable alternative standards, the use of the IT lifecycle status
will help guide digital service developers to judge which standard is most appropriate for their
requirements.
The IT industry lifecycle status applies the following adoption scale:


emerging
- the standard has been defined by an industry body
- however, there are relatively few products shipping supporting the standard
- the large vendors have not yet adopted the standard



mature
- the standard is generally preferred within the industry
- large vendors support the standard



declining
- the standard is being replaced by a different standard
- large vendors are moving away from the standard

5.3

Digital services component standards

5.4 Services design
5.4.1.1 Human-centered development
compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Design thinking methodology

recommended recommended optional

Business Reference Model
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Design thinking is an iterative process in which we seek to understand the user, challenge
assumptions we might have, and redefine problems in an attempt to identify alternative
strategies and solutions that might not be instantly apparent with our initial level of
understanding.
Design thinking is extremely useful in tackling ill-defined or unknown problems—it reframes the
problem in human-centric ways, allows the creation of many ideas in brainstorming sessions,
and lets us adopt a hands-on approach in prototyping and testing. Design thinking also involves
on-going experimentation: sketching, prototyping, testing, and trying out concepts and ideas. It
involves five phases: Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test. The phases allow us to
gain a deep understanding of users, critically examine the assumptions about the problem and
define a concrete problem statement, generate ideas for tackling the problem, and then create
prototypes for the ideas in order to test their effectiveness.
Design thinking is not about graphic design but rather about solving problems through the use
of design. It is a critical skill for all professionals, not only designers. Understanding how to
approach problems and apply design thinking enables everyone to maximize our contributions
in the work environment and create incredible, memorable products for users.
For further information about this methodology, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/design-thinking

compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

Human-centered design for
interactive
systems
(ISO recommended recommended optional
9241-210:2010)

IT
standard
lifecycle
to
status
mature

ISO 9241-210:2010 provides requirements and recommendations for human-centered design
principles and activities throughout the life cycle of computer-based interactive systems. It is
intended to be used by those managing design processes, and is concerned with ways in which
both hardware and software components of interactive systems can enhance human–system
interaction.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.iso.org/standard/52075.html
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5.5 Usability architecture
5.5.1.1 Web accessibility content and layout
compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

Web Content
Guidelines
(Level A)

Accessibility
(WCAG) mandatory

recommended recommended mature

Web Content
Guidelines
(Level AA)

Accessibility
(WCAG) mandatory

recommended recommended mature

Web Content
Guidelines
(Level AAA)

Accessibility
(WCAG) optional

optional

optional

mature

WCAG has three levels of compliance:


level A (priority 1 items): this is the lowest of the three conformance levels issued by
the W3C



level AA (priority 1 and 2 items): this is the level of conformance to which it is
recommended all international government websites adhere



level AAA (priority 1, 2 and 3 items): compliance to level AAA is not widespread

While the minimum level accessibility as required by Qatar’s e-Accessibility Policy is Level ‘AA’,
Agencies should adopt higher level where feasible.
Conforming to the W3C’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines ensures that disabled people
are also able to access services – those with physical impairments can get access through
specialized devices that read standards-compliant code, and those with cognitive impairments
can be assured of a minimum level of access.
Conformance to accessibility standards helps ensure that most e-offerings are accessible to
most people in most circumstances. Code is more likely to be cross-browser compliant and
backward compatible, and to work on multiple platforms through multiple channels. Content is
more compact and therefore easier to download, which is advantageous for those with low
bandwidth. It is also more easily understandable, clearer and easier to translate.
These guidelines are a worldwide accessibility standard, developed and maintained through the
Worldwide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI).
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag
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5.5.1.2 Business process modelling language
compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

internal
agencies

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status

Business Process Modelling
recommended recommended optional
Notation (BPMN)

emerging

BPMN is a standardized graphical notation for depicting business processes in a workflow. The
primary goal of BPMN is to provide a standard notation that is readily understandable by all
business stakeholders.
These business stakeholders include the business analysts who create and refine the
processes, the technical developers responsible for implementing the processes, and the
business managers who monitor and manage the processes.
Consequently, BPMN can serve as common language to bridge the communication gap that
frequently occurs between business process design and implementation.
The adoption of BPMN standard notation will help unify the expression of basic business
process concepts (e.g. public and private processes, choreographies) as well as advanced
modelling concepts (e.g. exception handling, transaction compensation).
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/

compliance for services
standard

external
to across
Government Government

Unified Modelling Language
mandatory
(UML)

mandatory

internal
agencies
optional

IT
standard
to lifecycle
status
emerging

UML is a language for specifying, constructing, visualizing, and documenting the artefacts of a
software-intensive system. It is a general-purpose modelling language that can be used with all
major object methods and applied to all application domains.

However, UML is not only restricted to modeling software. UML is also used for business process
modeling, systems engineering modeling and representing organizational structures. The
Systems Modeling Language (SysML) is a Domain-Specific Modeling language for systems
engineering that is defined as a UML profile.
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For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/uml.htm

5.6 Digital Services design standards
The Digital Service Standard is a set of criteria to help governments create and run next
generation digital services. They are followed by benchmark countries as a best practice for
creating and delivering next generation digital services.
Please see Appendix 4 for details on these standards.
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6 Business Reference Taxonomies
The Business Reference taxonomies includes the following
•

Performance management – used to capture and categorize goals and measurement areas defined
to track progress towards goals

•

Service Consumers types – used to categorize various types of service consumers

•

Service Delivery channel taxonomy – used to categorize various types of channels used by agencies
for service delivery to consumers

•

Business service taxonomy – used to categorize various business services provided by government
agencies

6.1 Performance management
There are two layers of information captured at the Performance management aspect of BRM.
The first is the Goal. This enables grouping of investments and activities through a common and
authoritative framework established by government agencies as part of their strategic plans.
The second area of the Performance management is Measurement areas. This describes the
manner in which the investment or activity supports the achievement of the supported
performance element identified by the Agency Goal.
Measurement areas can include additional hierarchies to support effective capture of
performance measures. Multiple measurement areas can be applied to a strategic goal.

Figure 2 - Performance management

6.1.1 Goals

Figure 3 - Goals
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Name

Description
Captures MDPS national development strategic goals, MoTC QDG strategic goals

1 WoG Strategic goals

and any other WoG level strategic goals.: Better Serve Individuals, Create
efficiency in Government, Increase Government openness

2 Agency strategic
Captures individual agency specific strategic goals

goals

6.1.2 Measurement areas

Figure 4 - Measurement areas

Name

Description
Captures measurement areas that are used to measure the effectiveness of

Measurement Areas

investments / initiatives against the stated strategic goals.

One or more

measurement areas can be aligned to track the effectiveness of an investment.

1 Compliance,

Includes performance measures related to compliance to legal and regulatory

Governance & Legal

standards and the governance aspects around it

2 Customer relationship

3 Financial processes

4 ICT

Includes KPIs focused on customer service and relationship management
activities
Includes KPIs used to measure financial aspects of a Government agency
Includes KPIs to measure and track the performance of ICT resources in agencies
– e.g.: Information assets, technology assets

5 Operations efficiency

Includes KPIs focused on core business operations of a government agency

6 Products and

Includes KPIs to measure effectiveness of services provided by agencies to

Services

individuals and businesses
Includes those Measurement Groupings used to categorize Measurement

7 Security and Privacy

Indicators related to how well an agency performs processes and activities related
to Security and Privacy

8 Project management

Includes project management related KPIs to track the progress of various
initiatives undertaken by agencies
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The section below provides recommended Key performance indicator groups within the
measurement areas defined above based on best practices.
1. Compliance, Governance & Legal





Regulatory compliance - Metrics related to maintaining compliance with international or country
regulatory requirements
Risk - Metrics capturing the effectiveness of agency processes related to analyzing and mitigating
risk.
Governance - Metrics expressing the effectiveness of agency processes related to imposed
controls.
Legal - Metrics expressing the effectiveness of agency processes related to compliance with
international / national law.

2. Customer relationship




Customer satisfaction - Metrics measuring customer satisfaction from using the agency provided
service / product or in the context of handling complaints.
Customer e-participation – Metrics measuring the customer e-participation in the form of
feedback, requests, inputs through multiple channels.
Customer usage - Metrics that measures the degree to which a product or service is used by
members of the total population of potential customers, including the frequency

3. Financial processes



Cost of services / products- Metrics related to measuring the effectiveness of agency processes
in controlling the cost of services / products provided
Cost savings / avoidance – Metrics measuring the effectiveness of processes employed to reduce
the cost of services delivery or avoid the cost (e.g.: using shared services / infrastructure)

4. ICT




Information quality – Metrics expressing the degree to which information set content is considered
reliable and complete for user’s needs.
Technology QoS – Metrics measuring the quality of service aspects of Information systems,
subsystems. QoS characteristics include Reliability, Availability, throughput, capacity etc.
Response time – Metrics used to express the elapsed time from stimulus to response of
technology-based systems, subsystems, assemblies, or components.

5. Operations efficiency





Return on Investment - Metrics that captures the benefit derived from capital expended
(investment), e.g., as the ratio of benefit to expenditure.
Revenue collection - Metrics that express the efficiency of revenue collection, e.g., the ratio of
revenue collected to some measure of the cost of collection.
Resource utilization - Metrics to measure the benefit derived from the expenditure of resources
such as capital and materiel.
Asset utilization - Metrics that express the benefit derived from the expenditure of fixed assets
such as land, facilities, and equipment.
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Productivity - Metrics that express the benefit or value derived from the expenditure of personnel
resources.

6. Products and services





Product / Service coverage- Metrics capturing the extent to which a specific service or product is
provided to its target customers. This may be expressed in terms of geographic areas or locations,
populations (groups) or number of individuals to which provided.
Service responsiveness - Metrics related to the time that elapses from the invocation of a service
until the service delivers the response sought by the customer.
Service QoS - Metrics related to a service’s or product’s ability to provide its agreed function when
required by its customer. Such metrics may include ones related to Reliability, Availability,
Performance, Security, and Accessibility

7. Security and Privacy





Information Security - Metrics that express the effectiveness of processes and activities related
to information security controls or compliance with NIA information security requirements.
Facility Security - Metrics that express the effectiveness of processes and activities related to
facility security controls or compliance with facility related security requirements.
Personnel Security - Metrics that express the effectiveness of processes and activities related to
personnel security controls or compliance with personnel security requirements.
Privacy - Metrics that express the effectiveness of processes and activities related to information
privacy controls or compliance with Qatar Government privacy requirements.

8. Project Management
 Schedule management - Metrics that relate to adherence of schedule, backlogs, etc.
 Finance management – Metrics that relate to project performance with respect to budget
adherence.
 Quality management – Metrics that related to Quality of project deliverables.
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6.2 Service Consumer types
Service consumers in Qatar can be categorized into four consumer types:
•

Government to Citizen (G2C) - Service consumer is a

•

citizen or resident of or a visitor to Qatar

•

Government to Business (G2B) - Service consumer is a business entity (or entities)

•

Government to Government (G2G) - Service consumer is another Government entity, either within
Qatar or a foreign Government

•

Government to Employee (G2E) – Service consumer is a Government employee

Agencies will use this classification to catalogue their customer profiles.

6.3 Service Delivery Channel types
The following categorization can be used to group various service delivery channels used by
government agencies to deliver services to consumers.
•

Contact Center (Telephone) – Contact center services accessible through telephone; e.g.: Qatar
Government Contact Center

•

Web – web based access to government services e.g.: next-gen Hukoomi 1-Gov platform

•

Mobile App – mobile application based services delivery

•

Email – email based access to government services

•

SMS – SMS based access to government services

•

Kiosk – Kiosk based access to government services

•

Chatbots – chat messaging based access to government services

•

Mail – physical mail based communication for accessing government services

•

Face to face – Face to face interaction through physical visits to government agency service centers

•

3rd party mediated – Interactions assisted and mediated through third party service providers
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Agencies will use this classification types to catalogue their existing delivery channels. They are
required to adopt and reuse WoG provided service delivery channels (e.g.: Qatar Government
Contact Center, next-gen Hukoomi 1-gov platform, Kiosks) to maximise the reach of government
services to service consumers.

Figure 5 - Business Reference Model Domains

6.4 Business Services Taxonomy
The Qatar Business Services Taxonomy includes 16 business domains that can be used as a
common language to categorize business services. Each one of those domains has categories
that are designed for the Qatari government and society. The domains are shown in figure 2
below.

Description
Domain
Business
Work & Employment

Education & Training

Health

Visa & Official Documents

Transportation
Disabilities & Elderly
Charity & Religious
Services
Tourism & Sports

Includes services to establish, promote and run businesses in Qatar
Includes providing support for citizens to find employment, develop
careers and manage their welfare
Includes building skillsets and imparting knowledge to citizens, as
well as connecting schools & colleges to students
Includes supporting the prevention, diagnosis, and treatments of
citizens as well as supporting regulatory schemes
Includes handling visa and passport services for residents and
expats as well as providing authentication services for documents
Includes providing transport services and support for air, road,
maritime and rail transport in Qatar
Includes providing services for the elderly and disabled
Includes providing religious and charity services
Includes providing services to improve tourism and sports
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Culture, Arts and Media
Community
Housing

Environment & Agriculture

Revenue Management

Legislation & Courts

Includes supporting arts and cultural organisation (e.g. museums,
arts galleries, performing arts, Qatari culture celebrations)
Includes services support to local community
Includes providing housing services for citizens (government and
private) and this includes approvals and other civic amenities
Includes supporting the management of a safe and healthy
environment and agriculture practices
Includes supporting all financial services and transactions with the
government. This includes collections and disbursements
Includes providing an understanding of regulations for citizens and
residents. This includes laws of the land and judicial services
Includes the government services that support the creation and

Government Support

delivery of the above mentioned business services – e.g.: shared
business and technology services

BRM taxonomy representing 16 business domains and functional areas is shown below. The
functional areas color coded in Blue denote the focus areas for WoG and good candidates for
shared services delivered by MoTC. Rest of the functional areas (color coded in white) are
individual agency specific focus areas.

Any questions on WoG shared services can be

addressed to shared.services@contactcenter.gov.qa email address.
Please refer to Appendix 1 for the current list of WoG shared services. Agencies are expected
to leverage WoG shared services as part of their e-Services development as per the policies
defined in ‘Council of Ministers’ Resolution No. (18) of 2010, on the Implementation of eGovernment Policies’.
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Figure 6 - Business Reference Taxonomy

6.4.1 Business

Figure 7 - Business Domain

Name
1 Business

1.1 Business
Development

Description
Includes services to establish, promote and run businesses in Qatar
Includes assisting business growth, supporting advocacy programs,
advisory on regulations, accessing e-tenders, patent registration and
researching project grants to businesses
Includes the private sector and small and medium businesses (SMEs) and

1.2 Business Support

includes the following activities: registrations, permits, licensing, credit
support, tax services, transfer owner ship and land
Includes labour recruitment & services, workplace & hiring approvals,

1.3 Approvals

residence & commercial permits, local government compliance and
approvals and property approvals (design, layout, fire and safety)

1.4 Trade

1.5 Security Services

Includes exports & imports regulation and compliance as well as trade
expositions and development
Includes

requesting

CCTV

systems,

registering

security

system

departments and approving CCTV system design

6.4.2 Employment & Workforce

Figure 8 - Employment & Workforce Domain

Name

Description

2 Employment &

Includes providing support for citizens to find employment, develop

Workforce

careers and manage their welfare
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Includes providing employment services. This includes: labour markets &
2.1 Employment

recruitment, assisting in finding jobs & apprentices & training, supporting

Services

workforce development, managing job listings and providing labour
services

2.2 Workplace
Agreements & Policies

Includes enforcing the work place agreements & policies and work place
health and safety regulations. In addition, to overseeing labour housing
and fire safety

2.3 Employment
Contracts
2.4 Pension Services

Includes employment contracts and e-contract system
Includes managing the contributions, contributor's service and pensioner
services

2.5 Foreign Labor
Recruitment
2.6 Qatarization

Includes providing approvals and processing work permits
Includes developing a competent Qatari workforce through education and
training, scholarships and compensation packages

6.4.3 Education & Training

Figure 9 - Education & Training Domain

Name
3 Education & Training

3.1 Admissions

3.2 Documents &
Guidelines

Description
Includes building skillsets and imparting knowledge to citizens, as well as
connecting schools & colleges to students
Includes overseeing school registrations, primary Schools, speciality
schools, school transfers, medical fitness and exam results
Includes handling document authentications, fees structures, school report
cards, students score sheets, grants & scholarships, curriculum-building
and students general services
Includes managing universities admissions, post-graduate and a Doctor of

3.3 Higher Education

Philosophy (PhD) programs, proficiency tests, overseas education and
courses accreditation
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3.4 e-Learning Portals

3.5 Training Courses

3.6 Scientific Research

Includes providing online courses and managing content, registration and
libraries
Includes offering courses through various entities and schedules as well
as school summer camps
Includes conducting research, providing funds for research and
establishing partnerships between the public sector and the private sector

6.4.4 Health

Figure 10 - Health Domain

Name
4 Health

Description
Includes supporting the prevention, diagnosis, and treatments of citizens
as well as supporting regulatory schemes

4.1 Birth and Death
Certificates

Includes managing birth and death registrations and certificates
Includes providing health services. This includes: raising awareness of the

4.2 Health Services

individual, medical, municipal, public, Qatar Red Crescent, healthcare
practitioner as well as providing services including immunisation, disease
screening, emergency services and managing health records

4.3 Health Card

4.4 Health Care
Facilities

4.5 Regulatory

4.6 Health Insurance

Includes providing health cards for citizens. This includes: applying,
renewing and replacing health cards
Includes handling healthcare services. This includes: clinics, hospitals,
dieticians, blood banks, test laboratories, insurance claims, counsellors
with a focus on the elderly & disabled patients
Includes registering practitioners and hospitals as well as regulating
pharmacies
Includes the social health insurance scheme, which is a universal health
insurance for all people living in Qatar
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6.4.5 Visa & Official Documents

Figure 11 - Visa & Official Documents Domain

Name

Description

5 Visa and Official

Includes handling visa and passport services for residents and expats as

Documents

well as providing authentication services for documents

5.1 Passport Services

Includes providing passport services for citizens. This includes: applying,
renewing and replacing a lost passport
Includes offering visa services for citizens and non-residents. This

5.2 Visa Application

includes: managing visas for the GCC, business visa, tourist visa and
providing visitor information

5.3 Travel Advisory

Includes giving official advice to citizens travelling abroad, consular access
and assisting students abroad

5.4 Documents

Includes providing and managing residence permits, notarization, good

Legalization

conduct certificates, pension certificates and ID Cards

5.5 Foreign Embassies

Includes collaborating with embassies to promote tourism in Qatar and

in Qatar

providing laws and legal information related to Qatar (e.g. Al Meezan app)

6.4.6 Transportation

Figure 12 - Transportation Domain

Name
6 Transportation

Description
Includes providing transport services and support for air, road, maritime
and rail transport in Qatar
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Includes providing road services. This includes managing: driving license
(apply, renew or replace), pay fines, postal services, report violations,

6.1 Road

permits, taxi service, vehicle registration, transfer ownership, bus routes,
commercial transport and driving school services
Includes providing air services. This includes managing airport, air taxi

6.2 Air

permits and flight information
Includes providing port services. This includes managing: shipping lines,
maritime services & commercial licences, foreign vessels license, permits,

6.3 Ports

fishing vessel licenses and customs
Includes providing rail services for metro and trains

6.4 Rail

6.4.7 Disabilities & Elderly

Figure 13 - Disabilities & Elderly Domain

Name
7 Disabilities & Elderly

7.1 Emergency Services

7.2 Student Services

Description
Includes providing services for the elderly and disabled
Includes managing emergency services. This includes: ambulances,
doctor on call and supporting nurses
Includes providing student services. This includes: registration, special
services for students with special needs and transportation to universities
Includes offering social assistance for citizens. This includes: allowances

7.3 Social Assistances

for citizens with disabilities, tell me service, home care for the elderly and
pensions
Includes initiatives to improve accessibility for persons with disabilities

7.4 Disability Initiatives

including education, employment and accessibility to sports (e.g. women
with disabilities in sports)
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6.4.8 Charity & Religious Services

Figure 14 - Charity & Religious Services Domain

Name

Description

8 Charity and Religious

Includes providing religious and charity services

Services
8.1 Donations &
Services

Includes supporting charity services. This includes supporting: The Red
Crescent and other institutions, voluntary services for social services and
managing the wealth distribution

8.2 Haj & Umrah

Includes supporting the registration citizens for Haj and Umrah as well as

Services

providing information on trips
Includes providing Islamic services. This includes: books, publications,

8.3 Islamic Services

consultations, Islamic online teaching, library, scholarships for religious
studies, prayer timings and calendar

6.4.9 Tourism, Sports & Recreation

Figure 15 - Tourism, Sports & Recreation Domain

Name
9 Tourism, Sports, &
Recreation

Description
Includes providing services to improve tourism and sports
Includes offering tourism services. This includes: maps, local information,

9.1 Tourism

events, attractions, restaurants, accommodation, transport, activities and
camping permits

9.2 Sports

Includes offering sports services. This includes: national events, facilities
and coaches
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6.4.10 Culture, Arts & Media

Figure 16 - Culture, Arts & Media Domain

Name

Description

10 Culture, Arts &

Includes supporting arts and cultural organisation (e.g. museums, arts

Media

galleries, performing arts, Qatari culture celebrations)

10.1 Art Development

Includes supporting development, training, art conservation and art
management

10.2 Cultural Awards &

Includes providing awards and scholarships to support and encourage

Scholarships

talent & heritage

10.3 Heritage Sites &
Includes supporting festivals, museums and promotions

Events
10.4 Cultural Events

Includes supporting conferences, exhibitions, museum visits, photography
and filming

6.4.11 Community

Figure 17 - Community Domain

Name
11 Community

Description
Includes services support to local community

Includes maintenance / upgrade of community infrastructure such as:

11.1 Public Services

parks, marriage & divorce registrations, community health and hygiene,
public utilities, stray animals and sewage treatment

11.2 Safety & Protection
11.3 Disaster Relief

Includes law enforcement services
Includes rescue services, safety drills, ambulance services and fire
services
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Includes

11.4 Urban Planning

supporting

local

infrastructure

(requirement/needs/feasibility/environment impact), incorporating citizen
feedback, resolve issues regarding advertisement permits, changes in the
use of land and public utilities

11.5 Citizen Benefits

Includes providing grants, subsidies, support for businesses and rebate
claims

6.4.12 Housing

Figure 18 - Housing Domain

Name
12 Housing

12.1 Utilities

Description
Includes providing housing services for citizens (government and private)
and this includes approvals and other civic amenities
Includes managing gas, water and electricity, repairs and maintenance,
bill payments, modifications and enhancements

12.2 Government
Includes managing and tracking applications

Housing
12.3 Financial Services

12.4 Permits &
Approvals

12.5 Legal

Includes supporting home loans (purchase and repairs)
Includes managing permits & approvals, approving drawings, managing
lease of public land, conducting inspections, approvals for fire and safety,
pest control and waste management
Includes requesting property seizure against delayed debts and managing
designated endowments for charitable purposes

6.4.13 Environment, Animals & Agriculture

Figure 19 - Environment & Agriculture Domain

Name

Description
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13 Environment &

Includes providing the management of a safe and healthy environment and

Agriculture

agriculture practices

13.1 Weather

Includes managing weather reports and predicting storms (e.g. sand

Conditions

storms and rain storms)

13.2 Pollution Control

Includes raising awareness, pollution protection, providing permits,
conducting inspections and auditing businesses
Includes conducting research & gathering samples, importing license,

13.3 Agricultural

advisory, providing land change permissions, farm inspections, providing

Services

well permissions, supporting animal resources and irrigation support and
providing garden services, Seedlings

13.4 Marine

Includes providing permits, transport, commercial licenses and export
licenses

13.5 Environmental
Volunteers

Includes volunteering for environmental activities

13.6 Pet & Animal

Includes the animal licensing system, veterinary supervision of animal

Control

diseases and exporting and importing animals across the Qatari border

6.4.14 Revenue Management

Figure 20 - Financial Transactions Domain

Name

Description

14 Revenue

Includes managing all financial services and transactions with the

Management

government. This includes collections and disbursements
Includes controlling the taxes paid by businesses and individuals to the

14.1 Taxes

federal government and local bodies. This includes: income tax, sales tax,
property taxes, municipal tax, levies and customs duties
Include controlling the service fees received by the government. This

14.2 Fees

includes fees for: passport renewal, visa, vehicle registration, entry fees to
parks & monuments, local services and rent of governmental assets

14.3 Fines

Includes controlling fines for traffic violations and minor criminal offences
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14.4 Sales of Goods &
Services

Includes managing revenue from the tax of sale of goods & services
offered by the government (e.g. maps & publications, security, weather
forecasts)

6.4.15 Legislation & Courts

Figure 21 - Legislation & Courts Domain

Name

Description

15 Legislation and

Includes providing an understanding of regulations for citizens and

Courts

residents. This includes: laws of the land and judicial services

15.1 Qatar Laws

Includes the enforcement of laws for citizens and expats

15.2 Court and Case
Services

15.3 Policies

Includes the management of legal services. This includes: tracking cases,
administrative services, providing government lawyers details and
managing legal documentations
Includes managing the repository of policies that are released by the
federal departments and local government bodies

15.4 Regulations for
Foreign Workers
15.5 Notary Certificates

15.6 Human Rights

15.7 Islamic Laws

Includes regulating the legal options for foreign workers
Includes managing the certificates that are applied for online and the list
of notaries
Includes handling violations and human rights complaints
Includes providing regulations according to Sharia law for judicial corporal
punishment
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6.4.16 Government Support

Figure 22 - Government Support Domain

Name

Description
Includes the government services that support the creation and delivery of

16 Government Support

the above-mentioned business services – e.g.: shared business and
technology services

16.1 Postal Services

Includes providing PO box facilities, parcel Services, money transfer,
Mumtaz Post (EMS) and tracking parcels
Includes providing customer services. This includes: giving raises, tracking

16.2 Customer Service

complaints, managing the feedback system and information services (e.g.
voice and mail)

16.3 GIS Services

Includes Geographical Information System (GIS) services: mapping,
imagery and managing GIS software licenses

16.4 Communication

Includes registering for the Qatar domain and applying for telecom

services

equipment and permits, communication gateway services

16.5 Documentations,
Policies

Includes managing IT standards, specifications and deployment
Includes managing human resource services. This includes: recruitment,

16.6 Human Resources

appointment, managing employee relations, enforcing HR policy,
consulting, reporting, strategy and planning, payroll admin, exit,
retirement, benefits and training & development
Includes running the account payables & receivables, budgeting, credit

16.7 Finance

card management, financial policy & advisory, financial viability, ledger
maintenance, taxation and treasury

16.8 Procurement

Includes procuring services & material, managing tenders & contracts,
overseeing eSupplier & eProcurement and handling travel
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Includes providing corporate services. This includes: assurance & audit,
16.9 Corporate Services

communications and media, fleet management, legal services, property &
facilities, security, parliamentary services and records management
Includes providing the following services: network and connectivity,

16.10 ICT

application integration, IT professional services, data centre, infra as a
service, platform as a service, contact centre and IT Services
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7 How to use?
7.1 BRM (Performance management) for investment analysis
Agency Goals defined in Performance management perspective of BRM provide the means to
identify the strategic element supported by the activity or investment.

The Measurement

Category identifies how the activity or investment supports that goal. Using these two aspects
of the Business Reference Model, it is possible to understand how multiple investments or
activities work in complementary fashion to support Agency or cross-agency performance. This
combined structure is useful for focusing investment or activity purpose on larger strategic
contexts.
Performance management perspective aligned to new investments or activities can provide rich
insights into what, why and how the investments or activities are undertaken. Performance goals
and measures linked to an investment or activity provides information about the strategic basis
(why) through the Agency Goal, the means to track (how) through the measurement category,
and the business functions / capabilities involved (what) through the Business services
taxonomy. Additional mappings to other reference models provide further context for the
investment or activity, the IRM about the information involved and the ARM and TRM providing
the technical details about the implementation.
Performance tracking at National level, Sector level and agency level will be facilitated by the
Performance dashboard capabilities provided by GEA Application Reference Architecture
building blocks. The KPIs defined in the performance management perspective of BRM shall
be used to track and monitor the performance of various digital services and associated projects.
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7.2 Identification of new service requirements
BRM can be used to identify gaps in delivered services or new value creation opportunities by
employing Enterprise Business Architecture management techniques – monitor, measure,
evaluate, and feedback.

Figure 23 - Business Service life cycle

Any service developed will be aligned to a business strategic goal and is monitored and
measured by the KPIs to track the performance of the service against the stated goals / benefits.
Evaluation of KPI metrics could trigger identification of improvement areas or gaps in services
coverage.
Additional Feedback could also be gathered through citizen e-participation initiatives
implemented in Qatar Government agencies.

7.3 Identifying opportunities to share services government-wide
Mapping existing business services and newly proposed services to BRM allows agencies and
MoTC to identify projects across the Government that support a common business purpose,
highlighting opportunities for collaboration and also reuse of shared services government-wide.
BRM is also useful within agencies to identify duplicate efforts and eliminating them.
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8 Appendix 1: Whole of Government Shared services catalogue
This section captures the list of existing Government shared services mapped against relevant
taxonomy categories.

Figure 24 - Government Shared services mapped to taxonomy categories

The table below provides service descriptions along with category mapping.
Business service

Description

Taxonomy

Name

category

S.1 Government

The Government Data Center (GDC) has a dedicated

Data Center

hosting space (500 m2) and Tier 3 standard to provide

16.10 ICT

hosting services (colocation) and basic monitoring
services for all government entities
S.2 Government

The Government Network (GN) enables the secure and

Network

reliable

communication

and

16.10 ICT

connectivity between

government agencies. The GN facilitates inter-agency
data exchange and delivery of government services by
providing a secure network with access to existing
government shared services and future government
applications.
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S.3 Government

The Government Cloud provides a resilient and secure

Cloud

ICT shared environment that allows government

16.10 ICT

agencies to procure IT computing resources with greater
ease and speed - increasing the agency's agility and
scalability for IT capacity while at the same time, benefit
from reduced operational costs of IT infrastructure.
S.4 National

National Authentication Service acts as a national

Authentication

identity provider for all the government online services.

Service

It provides secure authentication, digital signing and

16.10 ICT

Single-Sign-On (SSO) services.
S.5 e-Payment

The e-Payment Platform provides online payment

Platform

options for government entities that want to develop eservices that require online payment.

16.7 Finance

This service

allows full automation of online services by enabling the
public to pay the transaction fees online securely.
S.6 Human

Mawared

is

the

government

resource

planning

Resources

transformation program, developed to streamline and

Management

automate talent management and other HR processes,

(MAWARED)

including time management and payroll. This centralized

16.6 Human
Resources

system empowers and advances the abilities of all
government entities to manage their human resources
S.7 Government e-

The

Government

e-Correspondence

system

is

Correspondence

developed to provide all government entities with a

System (Morasalat)

secure and robust system to send and receive their

16.4
Communications

correspondence (official letters) through the government
network
S.8 SMS Gateway

The SMS gateway allows government entities to send

16.4

SMS notifications to its users and customers through

Communications

their various e-services and applications.
S.9 Qatar

The Qatar Government Contact Center (QGCC)

16.2 Customer

Government

provides the public with a single point of contact for all

Service

Contact Center

queries and issues related to key Qatar government
services
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S.10 Government

Procurement of common ICT licenses can deliver lower

ICT Framework

costs, faster procurement and better services. Current

Agreement

agreements are in place for Microsoft software and

16.8 Procurement

Oracle software licenses. The benefits of these
agreements include reduced costs, continuous updates,
and the ability to plan and budget for equipment since
the prices remained fixed through the agreement period.
S.11

Government

Active Directory

Government wide directory services that can be used by

16.10 ICT

individual government agencies
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9 Appendix 2: How can agencies create KPI catalogue and

Goal – KPI – Business service matrix?
This section provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
1.
2.

agency specific Key performance indicators catalogue aligned to the PRM taxonomy
matrix capturing relationships between agency goals, KPIs and business services delivered. This is
necessary to make sure all the existing business services and any new initiatives are aligned to agency’s
strategic goals and can be measurable using appropriate KPIs.

These instructions are targeted for agency Enterprise architects.

Basic understanding of

Archimate 3.0 notation standards and Archi tool usage is required.
Disclaimer: In this document, ‘Archi’ – an open source Enterprise Architecture (EA) modelling
tool based on Archimate 3.0 is used to demonstrate the agency specific catalogue and matrix
creation. However, Qatar Government may procure an EA modelling tool that is based on
Archimate 3.0 notation standards. Agencies are expected to use the instructions specified in
this document as a guidance and follow EA tool specific instructions while creating respective
artefacts. Artefacts created using Archi tooling can also be imported into any archimate 3.0
compliant EA tool.

9.1 Agency specific strategic goals and KPIs catalogue creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create strategic goals and KPI
catalogues aligned with the Performance Reference taxonomy using Archi tool.

9.1.1 Create list of Agency’s goals and KPIs
1.
2.

Open the ‘Qatar GEA.archimate’ file using Archi tool.
You will see the reference models as shown below in the tool.
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3.
4.

Expand the folder structure Motivation -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing agency’s
strategic goals. Let’s call it ‘Agency A goals’
Start creating agency’s goals under this folder by right clicking on the new folder ‘Agency A goals -> New
-> Goal
a. Give the new Goal a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a
numerical or alpha numerical identifier as part of the goal definition. e.g.: A.1.2 Improve e-2-e
journey experience of customers. Click on Properties tab and add the following custom
properties - Agency: Name of the agency.
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5.
6.

7.
8.

Repeat steps 4-5 until you have defined all of the agency’s strategic goals.
Expand the folder structure Motivation -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing agency’s key
performance indicators that are required to be achieved to realize stated strategic goals. Let’s call it
‘Agency A kpis.
Start creating agency’s KPIs under this folder by right clicking on the new folder ‘Agency A kpis -> New ->
Outcome.
Give the new KPI a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a numerical or alpha
numerical identifier as part of the KPI definition. e.g.: A.2.2 Reduce time to start new business by 25%.
Click on Properties tab and add the following custom properties - Agency: Name of the agency.
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9.

Repeat steps 8-9 until you have defined all of the agency’s KPIs.

9.1.2 Categorize agency’s goals and KPIs as per the performance reference
taxonomy
Categorization is done by creating ‘association’ relationship between agency goals and KPIs
and the performance reference taxonomy categories. Step by step instructions are provided
below.
1.

2.
3.

Navigate to the folder Views -> Taxonomy and right click on ‘Performance Taxonomy’ and select
‘Duplicate’. A copy of the view is created. Move the newly created copy to the taxonomy to Views ->
Catalogue folder and rename it to ‘Agency A goals - kpis catalogue’.
Open the newly created view. Navigate to Motivation -> Catalogue -> Agency A goals and drag and drop
all the goals from the folder to the newly created view.
Navigate to Motivation -> Catalogue -> Agency A KPIs and drag and drop all the KPIs from the folder to
the newly created view.
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4.

Next step is to establish relationships between the agency goals, KPIs and the taxonomy categories. On
the right side Palette, select the magic marker (1st icon). Click on the source entity - agency goal (e.g.:
A1.2 Improve e-2-e journey experience of customers) - and then the target entity – goals taxonomy
category that closely matches as a categorization for the goal (e.g.: in this case, 2 Agency Strategic goals).
The magic marker will prompt you to select a relationship type. Choose ‘associated to’. A relationship is
automatically established between the two entities.
Similarly, using magic marker, select source entity – agency KPI (e.g.: A.2.2 Time to start new business
reduced by 25%) and target entity – measurement area taxonomy category that closely matches as a
categorization for the KPI (e.g.: in this case, 5 Operations efficiency). The magic marker will prompt you
to select a relationship type. Choose ‘associated to’. A relationship is automatically established between
the two entities.

5.

Repeat step 4 until you complete mapping all the goals, KPIs and their corresponding taxonomy
categories.
Next step is to link the KPIs that need to be achieved to realize specific strategic goals. One or more KPIs
can be linked to a strategic goal.
using magic marker, select source entity – agency goal (A1.2 Improve e-2-e journey experience of
customers) and target entity – KPI that need to be achieved to realize that goal (e.g.: e.g.: A.2.2 Time to
start new business reduced by 25%). The magic marker will prompt you to select a relationship type.
Choose ‘realized by’. A relationship is automatically established between the two entities.

6.
7.

8.

Repeat step 7 until you establish relationships between all goals and associated KPIs.

This completes the agency specific goals and KPIs catalogue creation.

You may rearrange, the services and taxonomy categories to better organize the catalogue
visually. You may also remove unwanted taxonomy elements from the view by selecting
‘Delete from View’ option. Caution: Do not select ‘Delete from Model’ as it will remove the
element from the whole GEA model. ‘Delete from View’ will remove the element only from
that particular view.

9.1.3 Create Goals – KPIs - Business service matrix
1.
2.

Navigate to Views -> Matrices and create ‘Agency A Goals - KPIs – Business service’ view.
Drag all the Agency A goals from Motivation -> Catalogues -> Agency A goals catalogue in to the new view.
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3.
4.

Drag all the Agency A KPIs from Motivation -> Catalogues -> Agency A KPIs catalogue in to the new view.
Drag all the business services delivered by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A services in
to the new view. You will notice that the relations between goals and KPIs are automatically shown in the
new view.
Note: This step assumes that the Business service catalogues are already created using instructions
provided in Appendix 3.

5.

Using the magic marker from the palette, click on a business service (e.g. A2.1 Apply for Permit) and the
agency goals and KPIs it is trying to achieve (e.g.: A1.2 Improve e-2-e journey experience of customers and
A.2.2 Time to start new business reduced by 25%). Select ‘Realizes’ as the relationship type. You should
see a relationship like the one shown below established.

6.

Repeat step 5 until you have mapped all the business services to goals and KPIs.

This completes the Agency’s Goals – KPIs – Business service matrix creation.
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10 Appendix 3: How can agencies create Business services

catalogue and matrix?
Apart from leveraging the existing WoG shared services catalogue to identify current list of
shared services, agencies are expected to build their services catalogue and matrix aligned to
the BRM.
This section provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
3.
4.

agency specific services catalogues aligned to the BRM taxonomy
matrix capturing relationships between Service Consumer, Service Delivery Channel, and Business
Services

These instructions are targeted for agency Enterprise architects.

Basic understanding of

Archimate 3.0 notation standards and Archi tool usage is required.
Disclaimer: In this document, ‘Archi’ – an open source Enterprise Architecture (EA) modelling
tool based on Archimate 3.0 is used to demonstrate the agency specific catalogue and matrix
creation. However, Qatar Government may procure an EA modelling tool that is based on
Archimate 3.0 notation standards. Agencies are expected to use the instructions specified in
this document as a guidance and follow EA tool specific instructions while creating respective
artefacts. Artefacts created using Archi tooling can also be imported into any archimate 3.0
compliant EA tool.

10.1 Agency specific business service catalogue creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create business service catalogue
aligned with the Business services taxonomy using Archi tool.

10.1.1 Create list of Agency provided e-government services
10. Open the ‘Qatar GEA.archimate’ file using Archi tool.
11. You will see the reference models as shown below in the tool.
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12. Expand the folder structure Business -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing agency
provided e-government services. Let’s call it ‘Agency A services’
13. Start creating agency provided services under this folder by right clicking on the new folder ‘Agency A
services’ -> New -> Business Service.
14. Give the new service a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a numerical or
alpha numerical identifier as part of the service name. e.g.: A2.1 Apply for permit
15. Click on Properties tab and add two custom properties to the service. 1) Agency – captures name of the
agency providing the service 2) Maturity – captures the level of maturity of the e-Service. Qatar e-services
are categorized into four levels of maturity:


Level 1 -- Informative: Provide information about a service; static data with no interaction; services that
provide the ability to print forms or applications; services that allow searching for information, location of
offices.



Level 2 -- Interactive: More interactive than level 1 services, including checking the status of certain
requests; submitting an inquiry or a complaint about a service; filling out forms or applications online and
submitting them, but requiring a physical presence at the agency to complete the service.



Level 3 -- Transactional: Two-way interaction with the customer to complete a transaction online; filling
out forms online and submitting them; submitting scanned documents; completing a process online
without the need to visit a government agency; sending the customer by courier/post when fulfilment
requires physical delivery (e.g. passport) --these are end-to-end services.



Level 4 -- Integrated: Links transactional services between multiple organizations; single notification by
customer updated by several agencies; proactive service delivery based on knowledge of customer (send
“click to renew” message on expiry of old card/permit).
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16. Repeat steps 4-6 until you have defined all the agency provided e-government services.

Tip: You may use ‘Duplicate’ option to create a copy of the existing service and updating the
service specific details. This will preserve the custom properties created for the service so that
you can avoid recreating the properties every time.

10.1.2 Categorize agency provided services as per the business services reference
taxonomy
Categorization is done by creating ‘association’ relationship between agency provided egovernment services and the business reference taxonomy functional areas. Step by step
instructions are provided below.
9.

Navigate to the folder Views -> Taxonomy and right click on ‘Business Services Taxonomy’ and select
‘Duplicate’. A copy of the view is created. Move the newly created copy to the taxonomy to Views ->
Catalogue folder and rename it to ‘Agency A services catalogue’.

10. Open the newly created view. Navigate to Business -> Catalogue -> Agency A Services and drag and drop
all the services from the folder to the newly created view.
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11. Next step is to establish relationships between the agency service and the taxonomy category. On the
right side Palette, select the magic marker (1st icon). Click on the source entity - agency provided service
(e.g.: Apply for permit) - and then the target entity – taxonomy category that closely matches as a
categorization for the service (e.g.: in this case 1.2 Business support). The magic marker will prompt you
to select a relationship type. Choose ‘associated to’. A relationship is automatically established between
the two entities.

12. Repeat step 3 until you complete mapping all the services to appropriate taxonomy categories.
This completes the agency specific business service catalogue creation.
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You may rearrange, the services and taxonomy categories to better organize the catalogue visually. You
may also remove unwanted taxonomy elements from the view by selecting ‘Delete from View’ option.
Caution: Do not select ‘Delete from Model’ as it will remove the element from the whole GEA model.
‘Delete from View’ will remove the element only from that particular view.

10.2 Service consumer – Delivery channel – Business service matrix
creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create service consumer – Delivery
channel - business service matrix.

10.2.1 Create service consumers catalogue and categorize them by service consumer
types
1.

Navigate to Business -> Catalogues and create ‘Agency A service consumers’ folder.

2.

Right click on the folder and select ‘New Business Actor’ to create an agency specific service consumer
with ‘Name’ and ‘Documentation’ details. Business Actor representation looks like this

3.

Repeat step 2 for all the service consumers supported by agency.

4.

Navigate to Views -> Taxonomies and select ‘Service consumer types’. Duplicate that view and move it to
Views->Catalogues and rename it to ‘Agency A Service consumers catalogue’.

5.

Select all Service consumers defined under Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A service consumers folder,
drag them and drop them in the new view – ‘Agency A Service consumers catalogue’

6.

Select each one of the service consumers and create ‘associated to’ relationship with appropriate ‘service
consumer type’ – i.e. G2C, G2B, G2E, G2G. Please refer to 7.1.2 Step 3 if you need more information on
how to create ‘associated to’ relationships.

10.2.2 Create service delivery channels catalogue and categorize them by service
delivery channel types
1.

Navigate to Business -> Catalogues and create ‘Agency A service delivery channels’ folder.

2.

Right click on the folder and select ‘New Business Interface’ to create an agency specific service delivery
channel with ‘Name’ and ‘Documentation’ details. Business Interface icon looks like this

3.

Repeat step 2 for all the service delivery channels supported by agency.

4.

Navigate to Views -> Taxonomies and select ‘Service delivery channel types’. Duplicate that view and
move it to Views->Catalogues and rename it to ‘Agency A Service delivery channels catalogue’.
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5.

Select all Service delivery channels defined under Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A service delivery
channels folder, drag them and drop them in the new view – ‘Agency A Service delivery channels
catalogue’

6.

Select each one of the service delivery channels and create ‘associated to’ relationship with appropriate
‘service delivery channel type’ – i.e. web, mobile app, f2f, etc. Please refer to 7.1.2 Step 3 if you need
more information on how to create ‘associated to’ relationships.

10.2.3 Create service consumer – Delivery channel – Business service matrix
7.

Navigate to Views -> Matrices and create ‘Agency A consumer channel service matrix’ view.

8.

Drag all the service consumers for Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A service consumers
folder in to the new view.

9.

Drag all the service delivery channels supported by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A
service delivery channels folder in to the new view.

10. Drag all the e-government services delivered by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A services
in to the new view.
11. Using the magic marker from the palette, click on a Service Delivery channel (e.g.: Hukoomi portal) and
select a Service consumer (e.g. New entrepreneur) accessing e-government services through that
particular delivery channel. Select ‘Serves’ as the relationship type. You should see a relationship like
the one shown below established.

12. Repeat step 5 until you have mapped all the service delivery channels to service consumers.
13. Using the magic marker from the palette, Click on a Service Delivery channel (e.g.: Hukoomi portal) and
a business service (e.g.: A2.1 Apply for Permit). Select ‘Assigned to’ as the relationship type. You should
see a relationship like the one shown below established.

14. Repeat step 7 until you mapped all the service delivery channels to business services.
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15. Using the magic marker from the palette, Click on a Business Service (e.g.: A2.1 Apply for Permit) and
then a service consumer (e.g.: New Entrepreneur). Select ‘Serves’ as the relationship type. You should
see a relationship like the one shown below established.

16. Repeat Step 9 till you map all business services to service consumers.

Note: Relationships between business services e.g.: dependencies, composition can also
be established by using archimate relationship types such as ‘uses’ and ‘composition’
respectively.
This completes the Service consumers – Service Delivery channel – Business service matrix
for Agency A.
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11 Appendix 4: Digital services standards
New set of standards are required to design and develop next generation digital services
development. Agencies are required to follow and adhere to these standards in developing
next generation services. They are listed below.
1.

Understand user needs

What?
Involves researching to develop a deep knowledge of the users and the context for using the
service. Includes considering:


Who are the users?



What are the tasks they are trying to achieve?



How do they currently perform the tasks?



What are the user needs? (i.e. pain points)



Mapping the existing technology and data

Why?


It is important to understand the people who will use the service and what their needs are so that the
service actually works for them.



This also requires an understanding of all aspects of the user’s current experience.



Needs to cover a wide range of users to ensure that different scenarios are considered in the service
design and delivery.

2.

Have a multidisciplinary team

What?
To establish a sustainable multidisciplinary team to design, build, operate, and iterate the
service.
Why?
The delivery team needs the skills and capabilities to do everything required to deliver a service.
It therefore requires:

3.



A broad mix of skills and roles right from the start



Quick decision making processes and the ability to change and adapt as the service evolves



To be adequately resourced and empowered to deliver the product or service.

Agile and user-centred process

What?
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To design and build the service using the service design and delivery process, following an agile
and user-centred approach.
Why?


User-centered: designing services this way means that services will be easy to use and convenient for the
people who need to use them.



Agile: using these methods enables increased proactivity and easier responses to change (both
technology-based and policy-based).

4.

Understand tools and systems

What?
Understand the tools and systems required to build, host, operate, and measure the service as
well as how to adopt, adapt, or procure them.
Why?
The technology chosen to build the service must allow for quick responses to the needs and
expectations of the users. It needs to cover:

5.



Risks and constraints associated with the technology



Building a sustainable system that can be easily managed once live



Identify the required infrastructure to successfully and continuously deliver the service



Having a procurement approach that will not restrict or limit ongoing service delivery



Consider existing tools and systems and avoid unnecessary fragmentation and/or costs



Consider appropriate tools and systems already in use in government

Make it secure

What?
Identify the data and information the service will use or create. Put appropriate legal, privacy
and security measures in place.
Why?
People who use government services must have confidence that:


Any information they provide is confidential and stored appropriately



The system they’re using is safe and secure



They know how their information will be used by government



They can easily retrieve information they provide



If a service cannot guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability of the system, people will not use
it
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6.

Consistent and responsive design

What?
Build the service with responsive design methods using common design patterns and follow a
government style guide (if one exists) for digital content.
Why?


Using a responsive design, that follows common design patterns and style guidance for digital content,
and making sure its accessible means it will be simpler clearer, and faster for all users.



Consistent design that is responsive to different devices helps to save time and money by reusing
something that already exists.



Responsive design ensures that users can interact with the service regardless of their device size or type,
and browser or device processing power.

7.

Use open standards and common platforms

What?
Build using open standards and common government platforms where appropriate.
Why?
Using open standards and common government platforms helps to:


Meet the needs of users by building with proven solutions



Make the user experience of government more consistent, which generates trust



Save time and money by reusing things that are already available



Can move between different technologies when you need to and don’t get locked into contracts which
are difficult to end (i.e. avoid vendor lock-in)

8.

Make source code open

What?
Make all new source code open by default.
Why?
It’s important to share source code so that other agencies in government with a similar need
can reuse it.
Open source helps to:


Reduce costs for projects and government as a whole



Eliminate duplication - other services don’t end up doing work you’ve already done



Increase transparency
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9.



Add benefits, from improvements by other developers



Other services can reuse the software you’ve created

Make it accessible

What?
Ensure the service is accessible to all users regardless of their ability and environment. Aim to
make the service easy for users to use.
Why?


We need to make sure everyone who needs the service can use it. This includes people with disabilities
and older people, as well as people who can’t use, or struggle with, digital services.



The service must be accessible to users regardless of their digital confidence and access to a digital
environment. This includes users in remote areas.

10. Test the service

What?
Test the service from end to end, in an environment that replicates the live version.
Why?


All government services should be clear, simple and easy to use, regardless of the technology your users
use, their expertise with the subject matter, or their level of digital skill.



We cannot wait until the service is live to discover problems that stop people from using the service. We
must rigorously and comprehensively test every part of the service during development.

11. Measure performance

What?
Measure performance against KPIs set out in the guides and report details on public
dashboards.
Why?


Every service must aim for continuous improvement. Metrics are an important starting point for
discussions about a service’s strengths and weaknesses.



Each service should measure these 4 KPIs, as a minimum:
o

User satisfaction – to help continually improve the user experience of the service

o

Digital take-up - to show how many people are using the service

o

Completion rate – to show which parts of the service need to be fixed

o

Cost per transaction – to make the service more cost efficient
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A Performance Dashboard collects service data and presents it in a consistent and structured form. It
provides openness and transparency to the public.

12. Don’t forget the non-digital experience

What?
Ensure that people who use the digital service can also use the other available channels if
needed, without repetition or confusion.
Why?
People often start using a service and must come back to it later, or switch to a non-digital
channel to complete the transaction. We need to make sure users’ transitions between nondigital and digital channels, when they need to happen, are as smooth as possible.
13. Encourage everyone to use the digital service

What?
Encourage users to choose the digital channel and consolidate or phase out existing
alternative channels where appropriate.
Why?
Encouraging people to use your digital service allows you to:


Save money by reducing the number of people using non-digital channels, e.g. call centers, post, or
shopfronts



Help your users to develop their digital skills



Give better assisted digital support to those who can’t use digital services on their own
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12 Glossary


ARM: Application Reference Model



BPM: Business Process Management



BRM: Business Reference Model



CCTV: Closed Circuit Television



COTS: Commercial Off-The-Shelf



CRM: Customer Relationship Management



devOps: Development Operations



F2F: Face to Face



G2B: Government to Business



G2C: Government to Citizen



G2E: Government to Employee



G2G: Government to Government



GCC: Gulf Cooperation Council



GDC: Government Data Center



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



GIS: Geographical Information System



GN: Government Network



GSaaP: Government Services as a Platform



HR: Human Resources



IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service



IBM: International Business Machines



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IoT: Internet of Things



IRM: Information Reference Model



ISO: International Organisation for Standardization



IT: Information Technology



KPI: Key Performance Indicators



MoTC: Ministry of Transportation & Communication



MDPS: Ministry of Development Planning & Statistics



NIA: National Information Assurance



PaaS: Platform as a Service



PhD: Doctor of Philosophy



QDG: Qatar Digital Government



QGCC: Qatar Government Contact Center
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QoS: Quality of Service



SME: Small and Medium Enterprises



SMS: Short Message Service



SSO: Single-Sign-On



TRM: Technical Reference Model



W3C: World Wide Web Consortium



WAI: Web Accessibility Initiative



WCAG: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines



WoG: Whole of Government
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